Abstract. Ontologies, like any other model, change over time due to modifications in the modeled domain, deeper understanding of the domain by the modeler, error corrections, simple refactoring or shift of modeling granularity level. Local changes usually impact the remainder of the ontology as well as any other data and metadata defined over it. The massive size of ontologies and their possible fast update rate requires automatic adaptation methods for relieving ontology engineers from a manual intervention, in order to allow them to focus mainly on high-level inspection. This paper, in spirit of the Principle of minimal change, proposes a fully automatic ontology adaptation approach that reacts to ontology updates and computes sound reformulations of ontological axioms triggered by the presence of certain preconditions. The rule-based adaptation algorithm covers up to SROIQ DL.
Introduction and Motivations
Ontologies, like any other model, change over time and a revalidation of all data and metadata defined on top of the modified ontology is needed upon updates. Massive ontology size and fast update rate 1 call for automated support and adaptation algorithms. Despite the great attention devoted in the last ten years to ontology evolution [1, 7] , to the best of our knowledge there are no proposals in the literature coping with ontology adaptation upon updates. With similar motivations, an adaptation algorithm for a subset of SPARQL queries (with expressivity equivalent to union of Conjunctive Queries) in response to ontology updates is proposed in [6] . Protégé 2 , one of the most complete ontology frameworks, does not support any kind of adaptation w.r.t. ontology updates: when a concept or a role is deleted, all the axioms referring it are removed as well. Even if there are cases in which this behavior is acceptable (e.g., error corrections), there are others for which it is detrimental, for instance a modification of the modeling granularity of the ontology. In this scenario, a sound reformulation of axioms by means of super/sub concepts or roles is not only desirable but usually manually performed by the modeler. Additionally, in Artificial Intelligence (Belief Revision), knowledge deletion usually follows the Principle of Minimal Change [5] , which suggests that the amount of lost information should be as minimal as possible. Given that ontologies do not necessarily (explicitly) include all their logical consequences, also the implicit knowledge should be taken into account, as well as explicit one (that is, ontology axioms).
While a set of basic ontology changes can be easily defined, it is impossible to identify a set of complex changes without fixing the granularity level, i.e., updates expressed as arbitrarily complex graph patterns (see [10] , Section 3.2.1). In this proposal we consider the basic updates proposed by [3] : addition, deletion and update of entities (concepts and roles). Given that adding or updating entities do not reduce knowledge, and that ontology consistency can be tested using ontology reasoners, our adaptation algorithm focuses only on entity deletions.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that, given an ontology and an entity (concept or role) to delete, scans for an equivalent, a super and a sub-entity and tries to reformulate the axioms involving the entity in question, with a rulebased approach. Our reformulated axioms are a fraction of the implicit knowledge of the ontology under update that would be lost by deleting all of the axioms involving the removed entity. An alternative would be to compute the closure (that is, complete inference of implicit knowledge) for the ontology prior to entity deletion. Due to its high computational cost and possible non-finiteness of the result, a suboptimal but less expensive approach is preferable for our target scenario, that is interactive modeling.
Even if the adaptation algorithm is completely automatic, it may not always be aligned with the modeler's intention. For this reason, the present proposal has to be intended as an optional feature. When activated, it provides a preview of the changes to show the automatic adaptation effects. On this basis, the modeler can accept or ignore the proposed changes. In addition, a straightforward extension could be the possibility, for the modeler, to select the equivalent (resp. sub/super) entity for the reformulation, when different alternatives are available.
The contribution of the present paper can be summarized as follows: an automatic adaptation algorithm supporting up to SROIQ expressivity, its correctness proof, and temporal complexity analysis (Section 3), an experimental evaluation of the percentage of adaptable entities and axioms on a dataset of real ontologies (Section 4). First, DL basics are introduced (Section 2), and the paper concludes discussing future work (Section 5).
Preliminaries
Our proposal covers up to SROIQ Description Logic (DL), on top of which the Ontology Web Language (OWL2) [11] is defined. The notations and definitions used in this section are borrowed from [4] . An ontology is defined by a set of axioms and a set of entity names (signature), composed by three disjoint subsets: N R for role names, N I for individual names, N C for concept names. These entities are defined by means of expressions. We have Role expressions Table 1 . Adaptation rules for concept deletion DEL(C), where B, C, C , D, E, F ∈ NC, R ∈ NR and a ∈ NI.
semantics associated with nominals, role and concept expressions the reader may refer to [4] . The set of axioms of an ontology, denoted with Axioms, is defined as Axiom ::= ABox ∪ RBox ∪ T Box. The reader may refer to [4] also for a detailed description of the different available axioms for SROIQ DL, and to [9] for the definitions of ontology interpretation and ontology satisfiability. W.l.o.g. in the paper we will consider normalized ontologies in Negation Normal Form (NNF), with an application of Structural Reduction (SR), as shown in [9] (Subsection 5.3). SR introduces fresh concept names for (complex) concept expressions, thus letting us to easily refer to each concept expression by means of its associated concept name. Neither the SR nor the NNF are required for the application of our method. NNF, however, may increase the ratio of adapted axioms.
Algorithm
This section introduces the adaptation rules (Section 3.1), the rule-based adaptation algorithm (Section 3.2), the correctness proof for the given rules (Section 3.3), and the temporal complexity of the algorithm (Section 3.4).
Adaptation Rules
The adaptation rules are presented in Table 1 (rules for concepts) and Table 2 (rules for roles). We denote by axiom[A/B] the alpha renaming of an axiom of entity A by entity B. A rule r is composed by a left hand side, LHS(r), a right hand side, RHS(r), and a precondition prec(r). A rule is defined applicable iff prec(r) is satisfied by at least one concept (resp. role). Given an ontology o and an entity e to delete, the LHS of a rule r is said to be matching iff an axiom in o exists that is equal to LHS(r) modulo alpha renaming of C (resp. R) Table 2 . Adaptation rules for role deletion DEL(R), where E, C ∈ NC, Q, R, R , S, T , Ti, T j ∈ NR, with m, n, p, q ≥ 0, and a, b ∈ NI.
with e, denoted with LHS(r) [e] . The application of an applicable rule r w.r.
t. o and e rewrites any axiom of o matching LHS(r)[e] into RHS(r)[e ]
, where e is the selected entity for reformulation. It is worth noting that if a DL less expressive than SROIQ is adapted, only a subset of the rules will be applicable, depending on the axioms and constructors available. 
Adaptation Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents the adaptation algorithm for ontology updates. It takes as input the entity e to be deleted and the ontology o it belongs to. By means of function computeP rec, the set of axioms related to e is computed, as well as a triple p consisting of a (nondeterministically choosen) equivalent, a sub and a super entity, if any (line 3). For each axiom a having e in its signature (line 4), it tests if the axiom matches the left hand side of the rule (line 5). At this point, function satisf ies (line 6) checks if the current axiom is compatible with rule r and if the required element in p is not null. The reformulated axiom is inserted in o (line 7). Finally, all the axioms involving entity e are removed from o (line 8). Even if a preliminar classification phase is not required, it may increase the algorithm effectiveness. In what follows we give a toy example of ontology update, comparing the result of adaptation to classical deletion approach. Example 1. Consider an ontology o consisting of these axioms and the obvious associated signature: Human ≡ ∃eats.F ood, F ood(cheese), Eater ≡ ∀eats.F ood, ⊥ ≡ P lastic F ood, U 
3:
p := eq, sub, sup ← computeP rec(e, axioms, o)
4:
for a ∈ axioms do
5:
for r ∈ Rules . a = LHS(r)[e] do
6:
if satisf ies( a, e, e , prec(r)), e ∈ {eq, sub, sup} then 7: 
20:
if a = e ≡ e or a = e ≡ e then
21:
eq ← e
22:
else if a = e e then
23:
sup ← e
24:
25:
sub ← e
26:
end if
27:
end for
28:
return eq, sub, sup 29: end function P izza ⊥, P izza Eatable, U neatable ≡ ¬Eatable (using rule a.2, a.7, a.8, a.11 and a.13, respectively). Without adaptation, instead, only the last axiom would be present in o after concept deletion.
Rules Correctness Proof
Before stating the proposition about the correctness of the adaptation rules we introduce some definitions and lemmata. For sake of brevity we will interchangeably refer to the axioms and their semantics, according to [4] .
Definition 2. An adaptation rule r is sound iff {LHS(r), prec(r)} entails RHS(r).
Proof. By considering the associated semantics the Lemma can be restated as
. Assume that the preceding formula does not hold, that is α ⊆ β. This means ∃x ∈ β . x ∈ α, and requires that at least one of the following conditions holds:
-x ∈ F I , but this implies x ∈ α, resulting in a contradiction, -x ∈ C I , and thus this implies C I ⊆ D I =⇒ x ∈ α, contradicting the hypothesis.
. Assume that the preceding formula does not hold, that is α ⊆ β. This means ∃x ∈ β . x ∈ α. Note that x ∈ β is equivalent to requiring that x ∈ F I ∧ x ∈ D I holds. However, x ∈ F I ∧ x ∈ α =⇒ x ∈ C I . Given that x ∈ D I holds, this contradicts the premise C D.
Proof. Assume that {x | ∃y ∈ C I . x, y ∈ R I } ⊆ {x | ∃y ∈ D I . x, y ∈ R I } holds, that is, ∃R.C ∃R.D. This requires that the following condition holds:
But, if such condition holds, then C D, contradicting the premise.
This requires that the following condition holds: (∃x . ∀ x, y . x, y ∈ R I =⇒ y ∈ C I ) ∧ (∃ȳ . x,ȳ ∈ R I ∧ȳ ∈ D I ). But, if this condition holds, then anȳ exists and R I is not empty. Therefore, since the left operand of the implication holds, then right operand also does. From this, we obtain C I ⊆ D I , contradicting the premise. Proposition 1. Adaptation rules application preserves ontology satisfiability.
Proof. Ontology satisfiability is preserved because every adaptation rule is sound. We prove this for each rule separately:
a.1 The proof directly follows from Concept Equivalence axiom definition. a.2 E ≡ ∃R.C → E ∃R.D. ∃R.C ∃R.D must hold: thanks to the rule precondition, C D, we can apply Lemma 3. a.3 E ≡≥ n R.C → E ≥ n R.D. ≥ n R.C ≥ n R.D must hold, but it is sufficient that {x | ∃y ∈ C I . x, y ∈ R I } ⊆ {x | ∃y ∈ D I . x, y ∈ R I } holds. Thanks to the rule precondition, C D, we can apply Lemma 3. a.9 E ≡≤ n R.C → E ≤ n R.B. ≤ n R.B ≤ n R.C, but it is sufficient that {x | ∃y ∈ B I . x, y ∈ R I } ⊆ {x | ∃y ∈ C I . x, y ∈ R I }. Thanks to the rule precondition, B C, we can apply Lemma 3. a.10 E ≡ C F → B F E. The proof for B F C F is the dual of the one given in item (a.4). a.11 E ≡ C F → B F E. The proof for B F C F is the dual of the one given in item (a.5). a.12 E ≡ ¬C → E ¬B. the proof for ¬C ¬B is the dual of the one given in item (a.6). a.13 C E → B E. The rule precondition, B C. By transitivity, this implies B E.
b.1 The proof directly follows from
T . assume that β I ⊆ α I holds. This requires that ∃x 0 , . . ., x m+p+3 .
Assume that α I ⊆ β I . This requires that ∃x .
∃y ∈ C I . x, y ∈ S I ∧ x, y ∈ R I holds. This contradicts R S. b.9 E ≡ ∃R.Self ∃x . x, x ∈ S I ∧ x, x ∈ R I holds. This contradicts R S.
Assume that α I ⊆ β I . This requires that ∃x . |{y | y ∈ C I ∧ x, y ∈ R I }| ≥ n ∧ |{y | y ∈ C I ∧ x, y ∈ S I }| < n. This implies |R I | > |S I |, contradicting R S.
This immediately follows, by transitivity, from R S.
Temporal Complexity
Proposition 2. The time complexity of the algorithm is in O(n), where n is the number of axioms of the input ontology o.
Proof. computeP recond scans all the axioms of ontology o. For each of them it performs some comparison having a total cost of c 1 , so it has a cost of n · c 1 . The for statement of line 4 in Algorithm 1 is executed n times in the worst case (each axiom of the ontology refers to the entity in question). The for statement of line 5 is executed c 2 = |Rules| times, where Rules is the set of adaptation rules. satisf ies test requires a constant (c 3 ) time for checking the required conditions. Axiom rewriting and its insertion requires constant (c 4 ) time. The removal of old axioms requires constant time (c 5 ) too. The overall complexity is therefore equal to n · c 1 + c 2 · c 3 · c 4 · n + c 5 , that belongs to O(n).
Experiments
In order to evaluate the practical applicability of our proposal we implemented a Java prototype based on the OWL API library 3 . In OWL API the axioms are immutable objects, and it supports only axiom addition and removal. Whenever possible, the rule application has been simulated with a pair of add and delete changes. In the other cases we employed Java Reflection for directly modifying the involved axiom. In addition to correctness, we also experimentally evaluated the coverage of OWL2 axioms and constructors of our set of rules. The dataset is presented in Table 3 (manual selection on the Web based on ontology size and DL expressivity).
Correctness The developed proof-of-concept prototype has been used for testing correctness of our adaptation rules, the experimental counterpart of the proofs given in Section 3.3. More precisely, the test consists in taking as input a satisfiable ontology composed by the precondition and an axiom corresponding to the LHS of a rule r (modulo alpha renaming of the entity to delete). At this point, using Hermit reasoner (v1.3.7)
4 , we check the entailment of RHS(r)[e ].
Evaluation An entity e is adaptable iff it satisfies at least one rule precondition, while an axiom a is adaptable iff it at least one rule r s.t. LHS(r)[e] = a exists, in case prec(r) holds w.r.t. e, the axiom is said fully adaptable. As an estimation of the practical effectiveness of our algorithm, we consider, for Table 4 . N/A means the ontology contains no roles/adaptable roles.
each ontology in our dataset, the following scenario: we simulate the deletion of each single entity, in isolation, and we take into account the percentage of adaptable ones (i.e., such that another entity suitable for reformulation exists). For each of these adaptable entities, we also inspect how many axioms involving them would be adapted instead of simply deleted. For this reference scenario we defined Coverage measure as: (C.1) the percentage of adaptable concepts (resp. roles (C.3)) out of the total number of concepts (resp. roles), and (C.2) the percentage of adaptable axioms w.r.t. the deleted concept (resp. role, (C.4) ) out of the number of axioms to be deleted (that is, presenting the deleted entity in their signature). The (C. )* variants count the fully adaptable axioms, and evaluate the completeness of our adaptation rules (the complement of the fully adaptable axioms is not supported by our rules). In Table 3 the coverage for each ontology in isolation is reported (computed from the raw data of Table 4 (Table 4) . Similarly, among the best results for (C.2)* the expressivity ranges from AL(D) to SROIN (D), again with varying number of axioms and concepts. Ideally the proposal should adapt all the axioms: (C.2)*, in particular, is far from this result, but it is well known that OWL2, despite being based on SROIQ, adds new constructors and axioms, that are derivable from SROIQ ones (they do not add expressive power). For example, Concept Disjointness axiom (i.e., Disjoint(C, D), with C, D ∈ N C ) is only a shortcut for C D ⊥ 5 . Our prototype strictly applies the rules of Table 1 and Table 2 , so it cannot directly process the axioms and constructors not available in SROIQ DL, thus diminishing the number of adaptable axioms.
Future Work
The paper represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first proposal for ontology adaptation upon updates. In addition, the algorithm is totally automatic and supports ontology expressivity up to SROIQ, on top of which OWL2 is defined.
The present paper could be extended in several directions. The set of adaptation rules is a preliminary proposal, we plan to further enrich it in order to increase the coverage rate reported in Section 4 and to consider reasonable alternatives for each single rule (e.g., sound alternatives for a.8 could be C D, E ≡ ∀R.C → ∀R.D E or B 0 . . . B n C, E ≡ ∀R.C → E ∀R. n i=0 B). We also plan to consider the integration of anonymous entities (e.g., using as superclass). Another possible extension is the integration of a complex update (e.g., concept merge and split) proposals, such as [2] . The relationship between DL updates and Belief Revision has been investigated [8] , we plan to further investigate it w.r.t. our proposal. We also intend to improve our prototype up to a full support of OWL2. Our final goal will be a Protégé plugin, from which we hope to receive feedbacks from the community of ontology engineers and practitioners. The experimental evaluation will also be strengthened with an extended ontology dataset and temporal profiling of the prototype. Table 4 . Raw data used for coverage analysis of Section 4. Unsatisfied axioms stands for axioms matching the LHS of a rule having a precondition not satisfied by the entity under deletion.
